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INTRODUCTION 

Since 2004, the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG) has prepared best practices documents 

for reporting issuers. These documents, including this “2020 Best Practices for Proxy Circular Disclosure” 

publication, provide examples of excellent disclosure by Canadian issuers in the area of corporate 

governance and executive compensation. 

Mission of CCGG 

The Members of the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance are Canadian institutional investors that 

together manage approximately $4.5 trillion in assets on behalf of pension fund contributors, mutual fund 

unit holders and other institutional and individual investors. CCGG promotes good governance practices 

in Canadian public companies and the improvement of the regulatory environment to best align the 

interests of boards and management with those of their shareholders and to promote the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the Canadian capital markets. 

A note on terminology 

In this document, any use of the term “company” refers broadly to any reporting issuer and likewise any 

use of the term “share” refers to any form of traded equity. 

Why proxy disclosure matters 

The proxy circular is the primary means for a board to communicate its corporate governance practices to 

the company’s shareholders. Shareholders expect the circular to articulate, in plain language, the 

governance practices and activities of the board, the qualifications of directors, and the issuer’s executive 

compensation programs. 

How to use this document 

We hope that issuers are familiar with and model their policies and behaviours based on the guidelines 

laid out in CCGG’s Building High Performance Boards, Executive Compensation Principles and other CCGG 

publications. This document gives life to our principles and provides inspiration for creating and disclosing 

good corporate governance practices. 

Feedback 

We value your feedback. Please feel free to send us best practices you have come across or other 

suggestions for improvement. 

You can reach us at cbrownridge@ccgg.ca. 

mailto:cbrownridge@ccgg.ca
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GOVERNANCE GAVEL AWARDS 

Established in 2005, CCGG’s Governance Gavel Awards recognize excellence in disclosure by issuers 

through their annual proxy circular. Awards are given for excellence in disclosure of board governance 

practices and executive compensation practices. CCGG also recognizes issuer disclosure in other 

categories on an ad hoc basis. 

Best Disclosure of Corporate Governance and Executive Compensation 

Practices 

In identifying nominees for a Governance Gavel award, CCGG considers those issuers with whom a board 

engagement was conducted during CCGG's most recent engagement season. CCGG members also may 

nominate an issuer for an award.  

In determining the winner, CCGG considers the overall quality of proxy circular disclosure and whether 

there is substantial alignment between an issuer’s governance and executive compensation practices and 

our expectations. Throughout this document, we provide examples of good disclosure of corporate 

governance and executive compensation practices. 

2020 Governance Gavel Award winner: 

 

    

 

Plain Language Disclosure 

Plain language is a form of communication that allows your intended audience to understand the 

information you are trying to convey the first time they read or hear it. In order to achieve effective 

disclosure, CCGG recommends that issuers disclose information in a manner that: 

• is easy to find 

• is easy to understand 

• is accurate and complete  

• includes context so that the information has meaning. 
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Plain language does not mean that issuers should exclude complex information that shareholders require 

to make informed investment and proxy voting decisions. Rather, plain language means issuers should 

disclose all the information shareholders need in a manner that is understandable and user-friendly, 

regardless of its complexity. 
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RECOMMENDED TOOLS FOR DISCLOSURE 

Companies should use plain language in their disclosure documents, but other tools also must be 

employed to give the document structure, ensure flow, and communicate information meaningfully. 

Organize for understanding 

Organize the document in a manner that supports an understanding of the information it contains. Issuers 

should consider whether their disclosure documents are organized in a logical flow so that information 

continues to build upon itself, if applicable, and does not jump back and forth between different topics. 

Use descriptive headings 

Descriptive headings and subheadings allow readers to quickly find the information they are seeking and 

break up the document into more manageable pieces. 

Draw attention to key ideas 

Some effective disclosures by Canadian issuers provide summary overviews of each major section while 

others use highlight boxes to draw readers’ attention to the main ideas. For example, issuers should 

consider using a plain language ‘letter to shareholders’ from the chair of the board near the beginning of 

the circular summarizing the key ideas that the board wishes to relay to shareholders. 

Group related information 

Grouping related information helps readers better understand the overall message being conveyed and 

reduces redundancies in disclosure documents. Whenever possible, the reader should not be made to 

jump around to different sections to understand a single component of compensation.  

Introduce at a high level 

For disclosure of executive compensation plans, CCGG encourages boards to include a plain-language 

introduction to the CD&A section that provides a high-level overview of the board’s approach to 

executive compensation decision-making as well as any recent changes to its compensation program. 

Employ visual aids 

Use charts, tables, or images to explain complicated or detailed information wherever appropriate. These 

visual aids can explain information more fully and easily than text alone and their use helps to divide the 

document into smaller pieces for easier reading.  
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Avoid industry talk 

Avoid jargon that confuses the message. When it is necessary or best to use industry words or technical 

information, define or explain terms clearly. 
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INTEGRATION OF E&S FACTORS IN PROXY CIRCULAR DISCLOSURE 

In response to the heightened focus by institutional investors on environmental and social (E&S) related 

oversight and disclosure, CCGG is pleased to note an increasing prominence of such factors throughout 

key areas of proxy circular disclosure. Along with performance measures and risk considerations, investors 

are expecting boards to address how E&S factors are impacting other areas such as corporate culture, 

development of corporate strategy, incentive systems, and director recruitment.  

While it is recognised that board practices and disclosure frameworks will continue to evolve, several 

examples throughout this document provide useful guidance on how companies are working to meet 

investor expectations.  

Examples that effectively integrate E&S considerations into disclosure are denoted by: 

For additional guidance, CCGG’s 2018 publication The Directors E&S Guidebook provides further 

recommendations for effective board oversight and company disclosure on E&S matters and also 

attempts to highlight examples which demonstrate the board's approach to important E&S issues. 

https://ccgg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/The-Directors-ES-Guidebook-2018.pdf
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DISCLOSURE OF GOVERNANCE PRACTICES 

Proxy circulars should articulate a company’s governance practices clearly. This section provides examples 

of excellent disclosure in the following areas: 

 

Majority Voting ...................................................................................................................................... 10 

Voting Results ........................................................................................................................................ 11 

Director and Board Independence .................................................................................................. 14 

Director Interlocks ................................................................................................................................ 14 

Independence of the Board Chair ................................................................................................... 15 

Director Nominee Profiles ................................................................................................................. 17 

Board Composition, Skills, Diversity and Succession Planning.............................................. 19 

Director Continuing Education ......................................................................................................... 25 

Director Compensation and Share Ownership ........................................................................... 27 

Board, Committee and Director Assessments ............................................................................. 29 

Executive Succession and Management Diversity ..................................................................... 32 

Strategic Planning Oversight ............................................................................................................ 35 

Risk Management Oversight ............................................................................................................. 37 

Shareholder Engagement................................................................................................................... 42 

Chair’s Letter to Shareholders .......................................................................................................... 44 

Ongoing Relevance of a Dual Class Share Structure ................................................................ 48 
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Majority Voting 

Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 12 

Majority Voting 

Our Policy Regarding the Election of Directors provides that a nominee for election as a 

director for whom the number of votes withheld or abstentions exceeds the number of 

votes cast in favour will be required to submit his or her resignation to the Board. Within 

90 days following the date of the Annual Meeting at which a director does not receive a 

majority of the votes cast, the Board, excluding the director who tendered his or her 

resignation, must decide if it will accept or refuse the director’s resignation. Barring 

exceptional circumstances, the Board will accept the resignation.   The Corporation must 

promptly issue a news release announcing the Board’s decision. If the Board refuses the 

resignation, the reasons underlying this decision will be disclosed in the news release. 

Otherwise, the resignation will take effect upon its acceptance by the Board and the 

position will be filled in accordance with the Corporation’s By‐Laws. This policy does not 

apply to a director who is not recommended by the Board in contested elections.  

Discussion 

Industrial Alliance discloses a majority voting policy that is similar to the model form which CCGG has 

espoused since 2006 and that contains the following important elements: 

• directors with more votes withheld than in favour must submit resignations promptly, 

• the board must accept resignations except in exceptional circumstances, and 

• the board must announce its decision to either accept or reject the resignation in a press release 

within 90 days, including reasons for not accepting the resignation, if applicable. 

Celestica Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 7 

Majority Voting Policy 

The Board has adopted a policy that requires, in an uncontested election of directors, 

that shareholders be able to vote in favour of, or to withhold from voting, separately for 

each director nominee. If, with respect to any particular nominee, other than the 

controlling shareholder or a representative of the controlling shareholder, the number of 

shares withheld from voting by shareholders other than the controlling shareholder and 
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its associates exceeds the number of shares that are voted in favour of the nominee, by 

shareholders other than the controlling shareholder and its associates, then the Board 

shall determine, and in so doing shall give due weight to the rights of the controlling 

shareholder, whether to require the nominee to resign from the Board and, if so 

required, any such nominee shall immediately tender his or her resignation. A director 

who tenders a resignation pursuant to this policy will not participate in any meeting of 

the Board at which the resignation is considered. The Board shall determine whether to 

accept the resignation, which, if accepted, shall be effective immediately upon such 

acceptance. The Board shall accept such resignation absent exceptional circumstances. 

Such a determination by the Board shall be made, and promptly announced by press 

release (a copy of which will be provided to the Toronto Stock Exchange (‘‘TSX’’)), within 

90 days after the applicable shareholders’ meeting. If the Board determines not to accept 

a resignation, the press release will fully state the reasons for such decision […] 

Discussion 

Celestica is a dual class share company. The controlling shareholder, Onex Corporation, holds a voting 

interest equal to approximately 81%, while its economic interest is approximately 14%. Celestica’s majority 

voting policy is noteworthy, based on the fact that the test for determining whether an individual director 

has received majority support from shareholders excludes any votes cast by the controlling shareholder. It 

therefore reflects the views of Celestica’s public shareholders only. While CCGG would strongly prefer that 

a failure of Celestica’s Majority Voting test would trigger an automatic requirement for the director to 

tender his/her resignation (as opposed to leaving it to the discretion of the Board), the policy nonetheless 

places the onus on the Board of Directors to report back to shareholders on any decision it makes. 

Voting Results 

Interfor Corporation, 2020 Report of Voting Results 
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Interfor Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 11  

 

5. HAVING A “SAY ON PAY” 

As part of Interfor’s commitment to strong corporate governance practices and our 

process of Shareholder engagement, the Board has adopted a policy to hold an advisory 

vote on our approach to executive compensation at every annual general meeting of 

Shareholders.  The purpose of a “Say on Pay” advisory vote is to provide Shareholders 

with the opportunity to indicate their acceptance of the Board’s overall approach to 

executive compensation at Interfor.  At the 2019 and 2018 annual general meetings, 

Interfor’s approach to executive compensation was approved with 97.43% and 95.31%, 

respectively, of the Shares voted in support of the advisory Say on Pay resolution. […] 

Discussion 

While voting results are filed separately from the management information circular, this information is 

important disclosure for shareholders. Detailed voting results for each individual motion should be 

disclosed immediately following the shareholder meeting. Interfor disclosed detailed voting results 

immediately following its 2020 annual meeting of shareholders.  

CCGG believes that voting results on key matters should also be set out in the proxy circular. Interfor, for 

example, includes in its proxy circular a summary of voting results from previous years in two important 

areas: individual director voting provided under each director’s biography and Say on Pay. 
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Recipe Unlimited Corporation (formerly Cara Operations Limited), 2020 Report of 

Voting Results 

 

Cogeco Communications Inc., 2020 Report of Voting Results 

 

Discussion 

When a dual class share company reports the results of director elections, in addition to disclosing the 

aggregate voting results the company also should disclose the voting results for subordinate voting 

shares separately. Recipe Unlimited and Cogeco Communications are dual class share companies that 

disclose voting results not only on an aggregate basis but also for subordinate voting shares. 
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Director and Board Independence 

BCE Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 22 & 29 

    

Discussion 

BCE uses a table to clearly identify which directors are independent and why certain directors are not 

classified as independent. More than 2/3 of BCE’s board is comprised of independent directors. 

To promote independent functioning, CCGG recommends that a portion of each board meeting be held 

in-camera -- a session of independent directors only. BCE meets this expectation as well. 

Director Interlocks 

Bank of Montreal, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 38 

Board Interlocks and Outside Board Memberships 

The Governance and Nominating Committee monitors the outside boards on which our 

directors serve to determine if there are circumstances that would impact a director’s 

ability to exercise independent judgment and to confirm each director has enough time 

to fulfill his or her commitments to us. An interlock occurs when two or more Board 

members are also fellow board members of another public company. The Board has 

adopted a policy that no more than two directors may serve on the same public 

company board without the prior consent of the Governance and Nominating 

Committee. In considering whether or not to permit more than two directors to serve on 
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the same board, that committee takes into account all relevant considerations including, 

in particular, the total number of Board interlocks at that time.  

The only Board interlock is between George Cope and Sophie Brochu, who are both 

directors of CGI Inc. The Board has determined this relationship does not impair the 

exercise of independent judgment by these Board members.  

Discussion 

Boards should limit the number of director interlocks. BMO discloses its policy on director interlocks and 

indicates which of its board members also serve together on the boards of other public companies. BMO 

also presents the board’s opinion on existing interlocks. 

Independence of the Board Chair 

Emera Incorporated, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 27 

Independent Chair 

Ms. Sheppard, the Chair of the Board, is an independent Director. The Articles of 

Association of the Company require that the Chair of the Board and the President and 

CEO be separate individuals. 

Discussion 

The position of Board Chair should be separate from the CEO. Additionally, the Chair should be 

independent of a company’s management team. Emera has split the roles of CEO and Board Chair and has 

appointed an independent Board Chair. 

Thomson Reuters, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 33 

Lead Independent Director 

Vance Opperman is the board’s Lead Independent Director. Among other things, 

responsibilities of our Lead Independent Director include chairing meetings of the 

independent directors; in consultation with the Chairman, Deputy Chairman and CEO, 

approving meeting agendas for the board; as requested, advising the CEO on the quality, 

quantity, appropriateness and timeliness of information sent by management to the 
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board; and being available for consultation with the other independent directors as 

required.  

Discussion 

The controlling shareholder of Thomson Reuters owns more than 50% of the common shares. In such 

cases, it is acceptable for the Chair to be a “related director” as defined in the CCGG publication 

Governance Differences of Equity Controlled Corporations if the board appoints an independent lead 

director. Thomson Reuters’ Chair represents the controlling shareholder and, therefore, is a “related 

director”. However, the company has appointed a Lead Independent Director. 

https://www.ccgg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Gov_Differences_of_Equity_Controlled_Corps_FINAL_Formatted-1-1.pdf
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Director Nominee Profiles 

TransAlta Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 25 

 

Discussion 

Director profiles provide shareholders with detailed information about the individuals being nominated to 

sit on the board. TransAlta’s circular not only presents each director’s profile but also explains why each 
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director’s experiences are relevant to the TransAlta board. The profile also clearly displays other useful 

information such the director’s compensation and share ownership, voting results, attendance, and other 

public board directorships.  

The following example taken from the circular of Martinrea International also provides a good description 

of how each director’s experiences add value to the Martinrea board. 

Martinrea International Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 15 
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Board Composition, Skills, Diversity and Succession Planning 

TELUS Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 45-47 

Board succession planning – Size and composition of the Board, nomination of 

directors and term limits 

The Corporate Governance Committee regularly reviews the profile of the Board, 

including the age and tenure of individual directors, diversity, geography and the 

representation of various areas of expertise. The objective is to have a sufficient range of 

skills, expertise and experience to ensure the Board can carry out its responsibilities 

effectively while facilitating transition following new appointments. The Board also strives 

to achieve a balance between the need to have a depth of institutional experience and 

knowledge available from its members and the need for renewal and new perspectives. 

Succession planning for the Board, in line with these objectives, has been a key focus of 

the Corporate Governance Committee and the Board in recent years. In 2020, one new 

Board member, Tom Flynn, is being nominated for election at this meeting. Achieving 

balance between institutional experience and renewal through effective and smooth 

succession planning is particularly important in light of the significant and continuing 

changes that the business of the Company experiences, the average age and tenure of 

current Board members, and the recent changes in Board membership.  

[…]  

In conjunction with the Board evaluation and as part of the succession planning process, 

directors are also canvassed on their intention to retire from the Board in order to 

identify impending vacancies as far in advance as possible. 

[…] 

The Board succession planning process also involves maintaining a skills matrix, which 

helps the Corporate Governance Committee and the Board identify any gaps in the skills 

and competencies considered most relevant for the Company. Each director is asked to 

indicate the skills and competencies that each director, including themselves, has 

demonstrated. The following table lists the top four competencies of our nominees, 

together with their age range, tenure, official languages spoken and residency. 
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In 2019, given the resignation of Bill MacKinnon, Sabi Marwah and Claude Mongeau 

from the Board, the Corporate Governance Committee prioritized the recruitment of a 

candidate with a finance and accounting background. This resulted in the recruitment 

and nomination of Tom Flynn. 

Recruiting new directors 

The Corporate Governance Committee maintains an evergreen list of potential 

candidates, which is based on its prioritized list of skills and attributes, as well as 

diversity. The directors, the CEO and external professional search organizations regularly 

identify additional candidates for consideration by the Corporate Governance 

Committee. Since 2016, the committee has engaged an external recruitment specialist to 

assist with the recruitment process. When recruiting new directors, the Corporate 

Governance Committee considers candidates on merit, taking into account the vision 

and business strategy of the Company; the skills and competencies of the current 

directors and the existence of any gaps; and the attributes, knowledge and experience 

new directors should have in order to best advance the Company’s business plan and 

strategies. Consistent with the Board diversity policy, the Corporate Governance 

Committee also takes into account diversity considerations, such as gender, geography, 

age and ethnicity, with a view to ensuring that the Board benefits from the broader 

exchange of perspectives made possible by diversity of thought, background, skills and 
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experience. The committee reviews the list of candidates at each regularly scheduled 

meeting to identify top candidates and requests that the CEO conduct an initial meeting 

with such candidates. As the next step, candidates deemed to be most suited for the 

Board meet with the Chair of the Board, the chair of the Corporate Governance 

Committee and, if deemed appropriate, other members of the Board and the TELUS 

executive team. 

TransAlta Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 51-52  

Diversity 

At TransAlta, diversity is a principle which is supported both by our Board and senior 

management. In 2015, the Board adopted a Board and Workplace Diversity Policy which 

recognizes that a diverse mix of skills, experiences, backgrounds and gender at the Board 

and senior management levels, as well as within our workforce, enhances our Company's 

competitive advantages. Our Board and Workforce Diversity Policy is available on our 

website at www.transalta.com/aboutus/governance/board-and-workforce-diversity, and 

specifically seeks to advance diversity at the Board and throughout the Company, 

including as it pertains to women, aboriginal and indigenous peoples, persons with 

disabilities and visible minorities (being persons, other than aboriginal peoples, who are 

non-caucasian in race). Our Board remains committed to maintaining and increasing the 

representation of women on the Board as turnover occurs, taking into account our skills 

matrix and the skills, background and knowledge desired at that particular time to fulfill 

the Board's mix of skills and experience. 

[…] In 2020, the Company also announced industry leading Board and Company-wide 

gender targets. On January 16, 2020, the Board approved a target of 50% female 

membership on the Board by 2030 and achieving gender diversity of at least 40 percent 

of female employment for all employees by 2030. Although the Company does not have 

a target specific to executive officers, the workforce target of 40% is expected to 

continue to result in women being well represented at the executive level. The Board 

considers these gender targets to demonstrate the Company’s commitment to diversity 

and inclusiveness and are expected to benefit the Company not only by expanding our 

pool of qualified employees and senior leaders, but also by incorporating different 

perspectives and ways of thinking to drive innovation and successfully execute on our 

strategy. 

At the management level, through our development process, TransAlta has committed 

to providing employees with diverse backgrounds internal opportunities for growth 
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within our operations in order to enhance our pipeline of talent available for succession. 

As part of the Company’s employment practices, we work to ensure gender diversity in 

our executive succession as well as in candidate slates for all open executive officer 

positions, which can be evidenced by the recruitment of two accomplished women 

executives in 2018. To monitor our progress on the advancement of women and to 

develop a healthy pipeline of female talent, we also: 

• ensure that any list of potential Board nominees includes at least 50% women; 

• maintain a list exclusively of highly qualified women director nominees; 

• identify top talent and implement development plans for high-potential women; 

• ensure pay equity between men and women (we have pro-actively adjusted pay 

throughout the Company to align pay between men and women that perform similar 

roles on several occasions over the past five years); 

• actively seek recruitment of women in key roles within the Company; 

• monitor the number of women in senior leadership roles and those in the pipeline as 

emerging leaders; and 

• connect female talent with senior leaders to accelerate the development and 

advancement of high-potential women. 

As well, female advancement in the Company and the potential for subconscious bias is 

a topic specifically addressed by the HRC. 

 

Discussion 

Boards should have a plan in place for orderly succession of directors and should maintain an evergreen 

list of potential candidates. Boards should also identify the key skills that are required of directors and use 
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a skills matrix to ensure that these skills are accounted for among current and prospective directors. The 

skills matrix should be disclosed in the proxy circular and provide a definition of the skills and experiences 

that are included under each area of competency. 

Not only does TELUS meet all the above recommendations, but it also describes what the governance 

committee’s priorities are when looking for new directors based on current board composition and the 

needs of the company. Most recently, this has been skills and experience related to finance and 

accounting.   

While the quality of individual directors is paramount, CCGG expects boards to be diverse. Pursuant to 

TransAlta’s board diversity policy, the Corporate Governance Committee must set measurable objectives 

for achieving diversity and recommend them to the Board for adoption on an annual basis. TransAlta has 

also reinforced its commitment to achieving diversity objectives by advancing initiatives aimed to support 

and maintain a pipeline of diverse candidates. TransAlta also demonstrates its commitment to diversity 

throughout the organization by showing transparency around diversity metrics and collecting data to 

support decision-making. 

In some cases, issuers have limited each director’s skill set, as identified in their director skills matrices, to 

a director’s top 3 or 4 skills and competencies. In other cases, in their skills matrices, issuers have 

differentiated between directors who are experts and those with general or limited experience in each 

area. In addition to the example of TELUS cited above, the following excerpt taken from the director skills 

matrix of Enerflex Ltd. demonstrates this best practice. Both TELUS and Enerflex also provide a definition 

as to the type of experience that is included under each area of competency. 

Notably, Enerflex’s skills matrix also tracks skills and experiences related to health, safety, and 

environmental expertise. The practice of monitoring director skills related to E&S matters demonstrates 

that a company is actively addressing material E&S considerations by recruiting directors with the relevant 

knowledge to provide guidance in these areas. 
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Enerflex Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 22 
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Director Continuing Education 

Keyera Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 34-35 

Continuing Education 

Directors receive various presentations throughout the year to enhance their 

understanding of key aspects of our business, as well as developments and trends 

affecting our industry. In 2019, presentations were provided by management and 

external speakers at regular meetings and the Board’s annual strategy session. These 

presentations included various topics pertaining to the capital markets, ESG, market 

fundamentals, marketing, cyber security, corporate governance, risk management and 

regulatory developments. Directors participated in field tours of our facilities and 

attended our company-wide annual Safety Symposium. Directors are encouraged to 

participate in relevant courses and seminars through a paid subscription to the Institute 

of Corporate Directors, as well as reimbursement for relevant courses, certifications and 

conferences. Relevant corporate governance materials are also available through our 

online director portal. 
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Methanex Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 20-21 

Orientation and Continuing Education 

The Board recognizes the importance of ongoing education for directors. The Company’s 

Corporate Governance Principles state that directors are encouraged to attend seminars, 

conferences and other continuing education programs to help ensure that they stay 

current on relevant issues such as corporate governance, financial and accounting 

practices and corporate ethics. The Company and all of our directors are members of the 

Institute of Corporate Directors (“ICD”) and the Company pays the cost of this 

membership. A number of our directors have attended courses and programs offered by 

ICD. The Company also encourages directors to attend other appropriate continuing 

education programs and the Company contributes to the cost of attending such 

programs. […] 

The Board and its Committees received a number of presentations in 2019 focused on 

deepening the Board’s knowledge of the business, the industry and the key risks and 
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opportunities facing the Company. Presentation topics included a gas update on 

Trinidad, a review of the Company's cyber security readiness, a review of methanol 

supply, demand and price outlook and impact of MTO demand, and an overview of the 

Company's strategic workforce plan. In 2019, all directors attended all internal Board 

education sessions. 

In addition, Board meetings are periodically held at a location where the Company has 

methanol production operations or significant commercial activities. In November 2019, 

the Board visited the Company's methanol facilities in Damietta, Egypt and attended 

meetings in Cairo, Egypt where our business office is located. This site visit gave our 

directors an opportunity to receive various presentations focused on these facilities. The 

visit also gave our directors an extended opportunity to interact with employees, 

business associates, government officials and community members as well as tour the 

methanol production facilities and learn about the local culture.  

Discussion 

Directors should participate in continuing education programs and events in order to update their skills 

and knowledge of the company, its business and key executives, and to address ongoing and emerging 

issues in the functional areas of the board. Issuers should encourage their directors to also attend external 

educational programs and events. 

The Keyera Corporation and Methanex Corporation director continuing education programs offer support 

for internal and external education programming to expand the board’s knowledge of company 

operations and ongoing and emerging issues relevant to the board. Notably, Keyera’s educational content 

includes a number of topics that relate to environmental and social factors, such as climate change and 

safety. 

Methanex’s board meetings are periodically held at a location where the company has methanol 

production operations or significant commercial activities. This practice provides board members with an 

opportunity to visit and learn more about the company’s key operations and engage with local 

stakeholders to enhance their understanding of the company. Keyera site visits similarly ensure that 

directors are up to date on company operations and able make decisions with the necessary context and 

background knowledge. 

Director Compensation and Share Ownership 

Director compensation should not include retirement benefits, change of control or severance provisions, 

health care coverage, charitable donations, vehicles, club memberships, pensions, or other such 

perquisites. 
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Director compensation plans can facilitate the achievement of minimum director shareholding 

requirements and encourage directors to continue to invest in the company beyond the minimum share 

ownership level. In instances where there is an equity-based component of compensation, the amount 

should not be determined based on corporate performance, as that may compromise the objectivity of 

directors as stewards of the company on behalf of shareholders. The equity-based component of director 

compensation should consist of full value awards such as common shares or deferred share units (DSUs) 

rather than stock options. 

ARC Resources Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 24-26 

Director Compensation Philosophy and Objectives 

[…] ARC’s Director compensation program consists of both a cash and an equity-based 

component paid in the form of Deferred Share Units (DSUs). The maximum cash 

component received is 40 per cent of total compensation, with the remaining 

compensation received in the form of DSUs. A Director may elect to receive 100 per cent 

of his or her compensation in the form of DSUs. DSUs vest immediately upon grant but 

cannot be redeemed until the holder ceases to be a Director which reinforces long-term 

thinking, reduces unnecessary risk taking and aligns with the interests of our 

shareholders. 

Total Director Compensation 

The following table presents the total compensation paid to each non-management 

Director during 2019. 

 

Share Ownership Requirements 

All Directors must own Common Shares or share equivalents equal to three times their 

annual cash retainer. Directors have five years from appointment to attain these 

holdings. As at December 31, 2019, and as outlined below, all non-Management 

Directors meet or exceed the minimum share ownership requirement other than Mr. 

Ahrabi, who has until 2024 to meet the requirement. Management Directors are subject 
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to separate share ownership requirements which are outlined in the Compensation 

Discussion and Analysis section of this information circular. 

 

Discussion 

ARC requires each non-management director to own at least three times their annual cash retainer within 

five years of appointment to the board. 

Of note, even after directors have met the share ownership requirement, 60% of total director 

compensation is awarded in the form of DSUs. Some ARC board members, including the board chair, 

despite having met their share ownership requirement, chose to receive 100% of their 2019 compensation 

in the form of DSUs. This practice not only demonstrates the chair’s commitment to the company’s future 

but also sets an expectation of members of senior management to build an equity interest in the 

company beyond the minimum requirements. 

As CCGG recommends, stock options are not part of ARC’s director compensation mix. 

Board, Committee and Director Assessments 

Emera Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 30-32 

Assessment Process 

Each year, the NCGC, in consultation with the Board Chair, and with the intention of 

continuously improving, determines the process by which assessments of the Board, 

Directors, Committees and individual Committee members will be conducted. The 

process has included the use of questionnaires and one-on-one interviews with each 

Director by the Board Chair. A written report from the Board Chair on the assessment is 

provided to the NCGC and the Board of Directors. The Board considers the report, its 
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findings and a set of priority actions for the year at a Directors-only session. Progress is 

monitored throughout the year with oversight on that process by the NCGC. 

2019 Board Director/Board Chair Performance Assessment 

The Chair of the Board interviewed each non-executive Director as part of the 2019 

Board and Director Performance Assessment. A series of questions was sent to each 

Director for advance consideration. The questions pertained to several themes, including: 

• Emera’s strategy and business; 

• Organizational structure and capacity; 

• Board and Committee effectiveness; 

• Corporate governance; 

• Board composition and succession; 

• An assessment of their own performance as Directors; 

• An assessment of their peer Directors on the Board; and 

• The CEO’s 2019 evaluation, and the 2020 goals and objectives of the CEO. 

The assessment of the Chair of the Board was conducted in a meeting of all Directors 

that excluded the Board Chair and the President and CEO, and was led by the Chair of 

the NCGC. Directors were given an opportunity to provide their assessment of the Chair 

of the Board in a one-on-one format with the Chair of the NCGC in advance of the 

meeting. 

2019 Assessment Findings and Action Plans to Address Findings 

The principal areas of focus which emerged from the 2019 Board and Director 

Performance Assessment included: strategy and business; organizational structure and 

capacity; and Board and Committee effectiveness. […] 

(c) Board and Committee Effectiveness: Board members are committed to strong 

governance. The work of the Health, Safety and Environment Committee will concentrate 

on internal structure and leadership at the holding company and subsidiary levels and 

will continue to advance the Company’s health, safety and environmental standards, 

governance and performance across the organization. The Nominating and Corporate 

Governance Committee will continue to support the Board’s objective of strong 

governance, with particular focus in the areas of shareholder engagement, subsidiary 
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governance, Board recruitment, and the Board and Director performance assessment 

process.  

Discussion 

Instead of just providing boilerplate language on the company’s director assessment process, Emera’s 

circular provides readers with details on the practical impact of robust assessments that were conducted 

in previous years. Emera provides commentary on the major themes that emerge during the assessment, 

as well as the actions that are taken to address its findings. This reiterates that Emera is committed to 

using the assessment process as a tool for continuous improvement throughout the organization. 

Certain issuers use a third party to facilitate board assessments. Bank of Montreal’s circular demonstrates 

this approach. 

Bank of Montreal, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 44 

Assessment of the Board, Committees, Directors, and Chairs 

Each director annually completes an anonymous Board self-assessment survey, the 

results of which are compiled confidentially by an outside consultant and has an annual 

one-on-one interview with the Chair. The interview typically covers the operation of the 

Board, the adequacy of information provided to directors, Board structure, agenda 

planning for Board meetings, and strategic direction and process. […]  

The annual survey also includes a peer evaluation process for feedback on the 

effectiveness of individual directors. Every director assesses the contribution of each of 

their peers relative to the performance standards for the director position description. 

The results are also compiled confidentially by an outside consultant. The Chairman 

receives the results of each director’s peer assessment and meets with each director to 

discuss them. […] 
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Executive Succession and Management Diversity 

Intact Financial Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 80-81 

Succession Planning  

[…] The HRC Committee advises Management in relation to its succession planning 

including the appointment, development and monitoring of Senior Executives.  

To limit the chances that the Company’s operations suffer from a talent gap, succession 

planning is reviewed at least annually and implemented continuously to facilitate talent 

renewal and smooth leadership transitions. Furthermore, the Company aims to leverage 

succession planning as a tool to make progress on the diversity of the management 

team, including with respect to gender and ethnicity diversity. Each year, the Chief 

Human Resources Officer reviews succession plans and prepares a succession plan report 

covering a number of critical positions, including Senior Executives and the CEO. For 

each critical position, a pool of “Ready Now”, “Ready in 1-3 Years”, “Ready in 3-5 Years” 

and “Emergency Replacement” candidates is identified. Where a talent gap or risk is 

observed, a development plan is established to identify and develop potential 

successors. Individualized development plans may include lateral movements to diversify 

exposure, leadership training, mentoring and other special programs. 

The annual succession plan report is presented to the HRC Committee for review, 

analysis, discussion and reporting to the Board of Directors. Committee members and 

directors actively participate in ongoing discussions with Management relating to 

succession planning year-round. The members of the HRC Committee and the entire 

Board of Directors ensure they are exposed to, have direct interactions with, and get to 

know, the candidates identified in the succession plans and can appreciate their skills 

and expertise first hand, including through presentations by such individuals at regular 

meetings, through presentations made at annual training sessions and by meeting and 

discussing with candidates at social events. The members of the HRC Committee firmly 

believe that they, and the Board of Directors in its entirety, have a comprehensive and 

deep knowledge of succession planning and identified successors within the 

organization. 
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Nutrien Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 22-23 

Commitment to Diversity 

We believe the most effective way to realize our goal of increasing the representation of 

members of diverse groups at the senior leadership and executive levels is to continue to 

grow the pipeline and create a diverse and inclusive culture.  

[…] Nutrien promotes a diverse and inclusive environment within the organization on 

many fronts. We provide training throughout the organization to leaders and employees 

on important topics pertaining to diversity such as unconscious bias, and, in 2019, 

conducted focus groups and diverse employee interviews to gain an understanding of 

diversity and inclusion in our business culture using the Global Diversity Inclusion 

Benchmark model as a base. Some other highlights of our diversity and inclusion 

programs and initiatives include: 

• Establishing inclusion as one of the four engagement principles upon which Nutrien’s 

global culture is based. Employee and leader actions consistent with inclusion are 

evaluated as part of the Nutrien performance management system and link directly to 

both merit and incentive pay for in-scope employees. 

• Continuing to enhance our recruitment and succession planning processes on diverse 

employees, including women, individuals with a military background and Aboriginal 

peoples with a tailored approach and content to attract and meet the needs of these 

individual groups. 

• Continuing to expand employee resource/affinity groups within Nutrien arriving at five 

separate employee resource groups with a total of 16 chapters of employees across 

North America providing support and community to Women in Nutrien, Women in Non-

Traditional Environments and Roles, LGBTQ employees (PRIDE@Nutrien), military 

employees (Military Strong) and the Young Professionals Network. Additionally, 

establishing an Inclusion Council with over 45 representatives across North America 

helping to share and implement best practices in diversity and inclusion. 

• Expanding Nutrien’s maternity/parental leave policy covering 15,000 employees in 

North America to better support working mothers and new parents at Nutrien beyond 

levels of legal compliance. 

• Continuing Aboriginal internships and providing over $100,000 in scholarships for 

Aboriginal people in STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) post-secondary 

programs. 
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• Establishing and introducing quarterly diversity scorecard reviews with the Executive 

Leadership Team outlining the progress of each executive officer’s contribution to 

Nutrien’s gender goals as well as outlining where opportunities exist to place diverse 

talent. 

Through these mechanisms in our workforce, we currently concentrate our corporate 

efforts and resources on increasing representation of women, the military and Aboriginal 

peoples in Canada, with a future match-to-market goal for representation of visible 

minorities and persons with disabilities in our employee population. Women are 

traditionally underrepresented in the agricultural industry. We continue to strive towards 

increasing female representation at senior levels of Nutrien. We started tracking the 

number and percentage of women in senior leadership in 2018 when we were formed as 

well as the number of women in vice president roles. Women in leadership is defined as 

women in the organization at the Director level and above – all levels above Senior 

Manager up to and including Chief Executive Officer. We plan to increase the 

representation of women in senior leadership (including at the vice president level) to 20 

percent or more by 2022 and to have 30 percent women in vice president roles alone by 

the end of 2020. At the end of 2019, we had 15 percent women in senior leadership roles 

(including vice presidents) and 25 percent female vice presidents globally. 

Aboriginal people also represent an important component of our future Canadian 

workforce, and we track the number of self-identified Aboriginal applicants’ interviewed 

and hired versus non-Aboriginal candidates. This information informs our hiring 

practices and where we make community investment in training and education to build 

capacity. […] 

Discussion 

An engaged board is aware of and monitors succession planning efforts (including a plan in the event of 

an emergency) for all critical roles within the organization. Intact Financial’s disclosure clearly notes that 

the board, and the human resources committee, ensure that a succession plan is in place for the CEO and 

that the plan addresses an emergency replacement scenario. Also, worth commending is the fact that 

Intact Financial aims to leverage succession planning as a tool to make progress on the diversity of its 

management team, including with respect to gender and ethnicity.  

Similarly, Nutrien Ltd. has several initiatives and programs in place that demonstrate their commitment to 

diversity throughout the organization and support the development and inclusion of diverse employees.  
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Strategic Planning Oversight 

Circulars should explain the role of a company’s board in strategy development and oversight. 

Emera Incorporated, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 30 

Strategic Planning 

Oversight and guidance on the Company’s strategy is one of the primary roles of the 

Board. Management, led by the President and CEO, collaborates with the Board of 

Directors each year to develop, review and update the Company’s strategic plan. The 

strategic plan determines the annual and longer-term objectives for the Company. 

In 2019, the Board dedicated a portion of each scheduled meeting to receiving an 

update on the Company’s strategy. A significant component of every regularly scheduled 

Board meeting is dedicated to the discussion of strategic matters. Directors use such 

Board meeting time to evaluate progress made in executing the Company’s strategy, 

including reviewing near and longer-term risks and opportunities relevant to its 

corporate strategy. 

A full-day Board off-site meeting was held in July 2019 to deal with the Company’s 

strategy. This off-site meeting: (i) analyzed long-term trends in the Company’s industry; 

(ii) reviewed the Company’s approach to technology and digitalization; (iii) examined the 

regulatory environment in the Company’s markets; (iv) considered the Company’s 

investment opportunities and challenges based on the most likely future in the 

Company’s industry; and (v) examined opportunities for growth, growth priorities, the 

role of mergers and acquisitions, and the Company’s regulated/unregulated mix. 

With respect to current strategic priorities, the Company remains focused on: (i) 

investing in cleaner, affordable, reliable energy, delivered safely; (ii) regulated electricity 

and gas assets; (iii) North American markets with opportunities for growth; and (iv) 

financial targets, including dividend growth, rate base growth, disciplined capital 

allocation and achieving its target capital structure, which supports the Company’s 

investment grade credit ratings. 
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Magna International Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 69 

Strategic Planning 

The Board oversees the development and implementation of the company’s long-term 

strategy, as well as its near-term (typically three-year) business plan. In fulfilling this 

responsibility, the Board meets with Executive Management and Operating Group 

Management in two or more dedicated sessions each year, during which the Board:  

• assesses strategic priorities in light of automotive industry trends and developments;  

• engages with and provides advice and guidance to, Executive Management on the 

company’s approach to product portfolio, key customers, geographic footprint, core and 

emerging technologies, R&D priorities, acquisitions/divestitures, talent management and 

other areas of strategy;  

• considers consolidated and Operating Group three-year business plans, together with 

sensitivity analyses of the consolidated business plan;  

• evaluates short-, medium- and long-term risks that could erode the value of the 

company’s businesses and business units, together with Management actions to mitigate 

such risks;  

• engages in scenario planning to model the impact of events such as potential 

economic downturns;  

• provides input on capital allocation priorities, as well as capital structure, and approves 

a capital expenditure budget for the year;  

• approves a three-year consolidated business plan and updated strategic plan; and  

• jointly identifies with Executive Management action plans to address at subsequent 

Board meetings any open questions/issues arising from the business planning/strategy 

session.  

The company’s strategy is discussed in the company’s Annual Information Form/Annual 

Report on Form 40-F filed concurrently with this Circular. 

Discussion 

Unlike many Canadian issuers that provide boilerplate commentary, Emera provides details of the board’s 

contribution and involvement in the strategic planning process. As this is a fundamental area of board 

responsibility, issuers should provide practical details on the board’s approach to strategic planning, as 

well as on the strategic priorities that emerge throughout this process given the context of the 
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organization. Similarly, Magna International provides specific details regarding the key areas of 

consideration during the strategic planning process. The circular provides insight into the methods 

utilized by the board to ensure that the areas of strategy are being adequately assessed over various 

timeframes and scenarios. 

Also, worth noting is that Emera’s circular describes how the company’s strategic priorities address 

potential environmental risks and opportunities.  

Risk Management Oversight 

Boards should disclose the processes used that enable them to identify and monitor risk management 

efforts.  

Bank of Nova Scotia, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 34 

Risk Oversight 

Our risk management framework sets the foundation for managing our principal risks 

and embedding a strong risk culture across the enterprise. The board approves our 

overall risk strategy, including our risk appetite framework, which sets out limits and the 

appropriate balance of risk and reward. It approves significant financial and non-financial 

risk frameworks and policies that manage risk bank-wide. Each quarter, the board 

reviews an in-depth enterprise risk management report to monitor and maintain a robust 

view of our risks across defined and emerging risks. A list of risks faced by the bank and 

detailed information on matters including our risk management framework, risk culture 

and risk appetite are provided in our 2019 MD&A. 

We diversify risk across business lines, geographies, products and industries. Risk is 

managed through three levels of accountability: 

• business lines and internal controls 

• global risk management and other control functions 

• internal audit (for independent monitoring and oversight) 
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AltaGas Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 33 

Risk Management 

Effectively identifying and evaluating risks, both internal and external to our 

organization, and their potential impact to our business and our stakeholders, and 

developing processes and practices to mitigate such risks, is a central area of focus at 

AltaGas. AltaGas’ governance framework is designed to effectively manage this process 

across the enterprise. 

With a large portion of AltaGas’ business being comprised of regulated utilities, and 

given the regulated nature of the utility industry, the governance policies and 
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compliance reporting of AltaGas’ operating utility subsidiaries are subject to significant 

regulatory scrutiny within each of their respective jurisdictions. 

Ultimately, the Board is responsible for enterprise risk oversight and ensures appropriate 

systems are in place. All levels of the organization are engaged with the Enterprise Risk 

Management (“ERM”) program which serves as the primary vehicle for aggregated risk 

management. As part of the ERM, leaders across the enterprise and within each business 

segment work together to identify the material risks and develop appropriate mitigation 

strategies. These risks are validated and ranked by senior leadership and reviewed with 

the Board and its committees. AltaGas’ key risks are identified in its Annual Information 

Form, which can be found on its website at www.altagas.ca. 

Each of AltaGas’ committees oversee material risks within their functional areas and 

report to the Board on these matters. 
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Loblaw Companies Limited, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 22-23 

RISK AND COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE REPORT TO SHAREHOLDERS 

[…] 

Enterprise Risk Management  

The Risk and Compliance Committee is responsible for overseeing the design and 

structure of the Corporation’s ERM program and for monitoring and assessing its 

effectiveness. The Risk and Compliance Committee also oversees certain risks delegated 

to it by the Board and is responsible for satisfying itself that management has taken 

appropriate actions to ensure the effective management of such risks.  

At Risk and Compliance Committee meetings, the Risk and Compliance Committee 

received reports from management on various key risks facing the Corporation and how 

they were being mitigated. Management provides quarterly reports to the Risk and 

Compliance Committee on the status of certain key risks, anticipated impacts in future 

quarters, and significant changes in key risk indicators.  

The Risk and Compliance Committee also reviews management’s oversight of risks 

relating to information technology affecting the Corporation and the Corporation’s 

information technology systems. The Risk and Compliance Committee receives regular 

reports from management with respect to the Corporation’s systems, policies, controls 

and procedures that management has implemented to identify, manage and mitigate 

risks related to information technology and the Corporation’s information technology 

systems, including cyber-security. 

Food Safety  

The Risk and Compliance Committee receives periodic reports from management and 

reviews the actions taken by management to ensure that the Corporation’s food safety 

programs address safe manufacturing, handling and preparation standards, that 

suppliers of food products adhere to high safety standards and that best practices are in 

place for storage, handling, distribution and packaging of food products, along with 

necessary control systems to monitor compliance with such policies. 

[…] 

Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety Matters  
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The Risk and Compliance Committee also receives periodic reports from management 

on environmental and occupational health and safety matters. 

[…] 

Loblaw Companies Limited, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 31 

Enterprise Risk Management  

The Board has oversight responsibility for ERM activities associated with the 

Corporation’s businesses. In order to identify and address any material risks, the Board 

undertakes an annual assessment of the Corporation’s ERM structure. The annual ERM 

assessment is carried out through interviews, surveys, and facilitated workshops between 

management and the Board. Risks are identified and then assessed and evaluated based 

on the Corporation’s vulnerability to the risk and the potential impact that the underlying 

risks would have on the Corporation’s ability to execute its strategies and achieve its 

objectives. To assist with the ERM process, the Corporation has adopted a risk appetite 

statement that takes into consideration important aspects of the Corporation’s 

businesses, values and brands. The risk appetite framework articulates key aspects of the 

Corporation’s business, values and brands and provides directional guidance on risk 

taking. The types of risks the Corporation is exposed to include: strategic; financial; 

operational; cyber-security; regulatory; human capital; and reputational risks. 

Management provides periodic updates to the applicable committees of the Board on 

the status of the key risks including any anticipated near and longer term impacts and 

significant changes in key risk indicators. In addition, long-term (three to five year) risk 

levels are assessed to assist in risk mitigation planning activities. Accountability for 

oversight of each risk is allocated by the Board either to the full Board or to committees 

of the Board. 

Discussion 

Unlike boilerplate commentary provided by many Canadian issuers in this area, Bank of Nova Scotia, 

AltaGas, and Loblaw all describe the board’s role in overseeing risk.  

Of note, these issuers provide a brief overview of the key risks facing their business or the risks that are 

closely monitored by the board. In the case of the Bank of Nova Scotia and AltaGas, circular disclosure 

also provides clear details on how certain risks are delegated to the various board committees to ensure 

that such risks are being adequately covered and monitored. Notably, all three circulars describe efforts to 

integrate environmental and social matters within the company’s risk management framework and the 
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board’s risk oversight responsibilities. They also describe in detail the specific processes by which the 

board ensures that important risks are being adequately and systematically assessed, monitored, and 

mitigated. 

Shareholder Engagement 

There is a growing emphasis by institutional shareholders on shareholder engagement. CCGG recognizes 

that while boards may be able to meet with their largest institutional shareholders and groups like CCGG, 

in-person meetings are not a practical forum for boards to engage with all shareholders. 

Cenovus Energy Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 19 

Our Commitment to Shareholder Engagement 

Our Board Shareholder Communication & Engagement Policy (the “Engagement Policy”) 

is designed to further the Board’s commitment to facilitate communication and 

engagement with our shareholders. The Engagement Policy describes the Board’s 

approach to shareholder engagement and provides information on how interested 

shareholders can contact our Board.  

Cenovus understands and values the importance of meaningful engagement with 

shareholders. Transparency and informed dialogue with our shareholders assists our 

Board in leading the Corporation. Since 2017 our Board has actively engaged with 

shareholders to ensure further alignment of interests and goals.  

In December 2019, Mr. Daniel, as Board Chair, Mr. Leer, as NCG Committee Chair, and 

Ms. Zygocki, as HRC Committee Chair, engaged in conference calls with five of the 

Corporation’s largest shareholders, collectively representing nearly 20 percent of 

Cenovus’s outstanding Common Shares. Shareholders provided valuable feedback on a 

variety of topics including Cenovus’s performance, business environment, strategy, 

executive compensation, board renewal and governance practices. 

Below are highlights of our communications and external engagement activities. 
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Capital Power Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 29 

Shareholder Engagement 

Maintaining a dialogue with shareholders is important, especially on topics like 

governance and compensation practices.  

Shareholders can attend the annual meeting and pose questions to management. They 

can also learn more about Capital Power through the following:  

• webcasts of our quarterly earnings conference calls with research analysts  

• webcasts of our annual investor day for analysts and institutional investors with 

presentations by our executives  

• executive presentations at institutional and industry conferences  

• investor road shows in Canada and the United States throughout the year  

We also receive feedback through:  

• analyst and institutional shareholder participation in perception studies that are 

administered by a third party  

• our advisory vote on our approach to executive compensation  

• a dedicated address for email inquiries and a toll-free investor phone line  

• a confidential ethics hotline and website for shareholders and the public to report a 

concern  

In addition, the Board has adopted a shareholder engagement policy (engagement 

policy). The engagement policy prescribes governance topics for discussion between the 

Board and shareholders, information sought by the Board from the shareholder for the 

purpose of arranging a meeting, guidelines regarding meeting attendance, and a means 
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for shareholders to contact the Board to request a meeting. The engagement policy also 

provides information for shareholders about contacting management. 

In September 2019, Donald Lowry, our chair, and Jill Gardiner, the chair of the CGC&N 

Committee and Katharine Stevenson, the chair of the Audit Committee, met with a 

number of Capital Power’s largest institutional shareholders to hear their feedback 

regarding our governance, ESG, and compensation practices. The intent is to continue to 

regularly meet with shareholders going forward. 

Shareholders who are interested in directly engaging with the board regarding those 

topics specified in the engagement policy are encouraged to review the engagement 

policy, which can be found on our website (www.capitalpower.com), and to contact the 

board at:  

Board Office Capital Power Corporation 1200, 10423 – 101 Street NW Edmonton, AB T5H 

0E9 Email:  board@capitalpower.com 

Discussion 

Cenovus Energy Inc. and Capital Power Corporation are good examples showing a board’s effort to reach 

out to and offer to engage with the company’s shareholders. Both issuers provide details on the various 

methods and mechanisms that are used to foster direct and meaningful contact with shareholders. 

Chair’s Letter to Shareholders 

Through a letter to shareholders, board chairs can communicate key corporate governance related 

activities to their shareholders. 

Seven Generations Energy, 2020 Proxy Circular 

Dear fellow shareholders  

On behalf of the board of directors of Seven Generations, we are pleased to invite you to 

our annual meeting of shareholders on Tuesday, May 5, 2020 […] 

2019 in review  

The company’s strategy for 2019 was to sustain its level of production, continue to 

improve capital and operating efficiencies, drive free cash flow and return capital to 

shareholders. In 2019, we delivered what we promised. Even though our capital 
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investments of $1.2 billion were 30% lower than the prior year, we averaged production 

of 203,000 boe per day, consistent with our guidance of 200,000 to 205,000 boe per day, 

generating funds flow of nearly $1.4 billion and free cash flow of $158 million. We also 

maintained a strong balance sheet, with available funding of $1.4 billion and a trailing 

12-month ratio of net debt to adjusted EBITDA of 1.4:1 as at December 31, 2019. Free 

cash flow was returned to shareholders through our normal course issuer bid (NCIB) 

program. Under the initial NCIB program that was put in place, the company 

repurchased and cancelled 30.4 million shares between November 5, 2018 and 

November 4, 2019, representing approximately 8% of the outstanding shares (as at 

October 30, 2018). The NCIB program was renewed in November 2019 to authorize the 

company to repurchase up to an additional 23.8 million shares between November 11, 

2019 and November 10, 2020. In 2019, the company repurchased and cancelled a total 

of 22.1 million shares under the NCIB program and since the inception of these 

programs, the company has retired 8.8% of its outstanding shares. In 2019, we drilled 78 

wells and made investments in a number of ongoing infrastructure developments 

including the expansion of our Kakwa River Project gathering network to enable broader 

Nest 3 development and further enhancement of our water handling and disposal 

capabilities. Operating costs were $4.79 per boe, well below our revised mid-year target 

of $5.00 to $5.25 per boe and 13% lower than 2018.  

Continued resilience  

Canada’s energy sector continued to face headwinds in 2019. While no Canadian 

producer has been immune to these external challenges, Seven Generations has 

continued to demonstrate its resilience. We capture condensate prices in Alberta that 

generally trade at a premium relative to Canadian oil prices and we have diverse price 

exposure to a variety of natural gas markets in Alberta, Central Canada and throughout 

the continental United States.  

Board succession and governance  

Leontine Atkins and Susan Jones are standing for election for the first time at the 

meeting and Dale Hohm will not be standing for re-election this year. We are grateful to 

Mr. Hohm for his distinguished service during his six years as a director and as Chair of 

the Audit and Finance Committee. His business acumen and insightful governance 

stewardship has led the corporation to a position of financial strength and resilience and 

we greatly appreciate all that he has contributed.  

The board and management are committed to good governance and stakeholder service 

to expand the benefits that Seven Generations can contribute to society. In 2019, 7G 

became a member of the Canadian chapter of the 30% Club, signaling our commitment 
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to gender-balanced leadership. With the addition of Ms. Jones, we are pleased to 

announce that 30% of the director nominees at this year’s meeting are women.  

Demonstrating sustainability leadership 

 At 7G, we are focused on sustainability to meet the needs of our stakeholders, both in 

the near-term and over the longer-term. Our work in this area will be detailed in our 

2020 sustainability report, Generations 2020, which will be published in March of 2020 

and can be accessed at www.7genergy.com/responsibility/sustainability.  

A few examples of recent initiatives and recognition in the area of sustainability are 

provided below:  

• For the 2019 reporting year, 7G received a score of A- from CDP Worldwide (formerly, 

the Carbon Disclosure Project) in connection with its participation in the CDP’s Climate 

Change Questionnaire, a score that is higher than the oil and natural gas sector average 

of C, and places 7G as the only Canadian energy company to receive a score that is 

within CDP’s leadership grouping.  

• On November 11, 2019, 7G received certification as a responsible producer under the 

EO100™ Standard for Responsible Energy Development.  

• On January 27, 2020, 7G was included on the Jantzi Social Index – an index consisting 

of 50 Canadian companies that pass a set of broadly based environmental, social and 

governance (ESG) screening criteria.  

• On February 10, 2020, 7G, Énergir s.e.c. (Énergir), Equitable Origin and the Pembina 

Institute announced a responsible natural gas supply agreement governed under the 

EO100™ framework between 7G and Énergir, the first of its kind globally. 

[…] 

Air Canada, 2020 Proxy Circular 

Dear Shareholders, 

You are cordially invited to attend our annual meeting of shareholders of Air Canada. It 

will be held on Thursday, June 25, 2020 at 10:30 a.m. (Eastern time). 

[…] 
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At the meeting, we will present management’s report for 2019 and discuss our corporate 

priorities for 2020. These are unprecedented tumultuous times for our industry given the 

early and abrupt 2020 onset of the global COVID-19 pandemic and resultant cessation of 

virtually all commercial aviation activity globally.  

We recognize the impact that these unprecedented times have had on our customers, 

employees, shareholders, communities, and suppliers, among others. Throughout our 

history, we have always endeavored to serve our stakeholders, in good, and in more 

challenging times. Now is no different. As a global citizen, we are committed to doing 

our part to help the world recover from this global crisis. Our actions during this 

pandemic reflect the strength of our culture and our deeply embedded core values.  

Although too early to predict the pandemic’s full impact upon the airline industry, it has 

already severely damaged the industry and many other businesses of the broader 

economy. Air Canada though is better prepared to withstand this crisis than most carriers 

in the world given that we started 2020 with a strong liquidity position of $7.4 billion 

which, however, declined about $900 million in the first quarter of 2020 given COVID-19. 

In addition, we have a sizeable pool of assets, including aircraft, that can be used as 

collateral to allow us to raise additional liquidity. Furthermore, during our ten-year 

transformation, we have become a much more efficient and entrepreneurial company led 

by a very experienced senior management team and that agility was on full display as we 

quickly moved with the onset of the pandemic to reduce our costs, including schedule 

and workplace reductions, and a $1.05 billion cost reduction and capital reduction and 

deferment program. All of these and other measures will position Air Canada relatively 

well for the inevitable recovery of the industry.  

As mentioned, prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, Air Canada and many major carriers 

around the world were already grappling with the tremendous challenge presented by 

the grounding of the Boeing 737 MAX aircraft, which resulted in the loss to Air Canada 

of approximately 25 per cent of our narrow-body fleet for most of 2019. Nonetheless, we 

still reported strong financial results, with records for key metrics such as revenue, 

liquidity and passengers carried, testifying to our resilience and strength. Passenger 

revenues grew $1.071 billion to $17.232 billion. We also completed a two-year, $250 

million Cost Transformation Program.  

While we are living in a new era with the impact of COVID-19, we do need to celebrate 

the successes of 2019. Air Canada’s overall risk profile was further lowered in 2019, 

including through the diversification of our network, lower financial leverage and a 

strong pension plan surplus, all of which were acknowledged by rating agency upgrades. 

During 2019, we also completed several critical initiatives. The most important was Air 

Canada’s purchase of Aimia Canada and its Aeroplan program, one of Canada’s most 
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popular loyalty programs. The other initiatives included the conclusion of an amended 

and extended capacity purchase agreement with Jazz and the implementation of a new 

Passenger Service System to replace our 25-year-old, legacy reservation system, with this 

work substantially completed in the first quarter of 2020.  

We also made significant progress in the ongoing evolution of both our customer service 

and corporate culture, which were recognized by numerous industry awards in 2019. This 

included being named Best Airline in North America by Skytrax for the third consecutive 

year and the 2019 Airline of The Year by Global Traveler. We remain the only Four-Star 

international network carrier in North America as rated by Skytrax. These and other 

honours, such as Mediacorp Canada’s Top 100 Employers (for the seventh consecutive 

year) and One of Canada’s Best Diversity Employers and One of the 50 Most Engaged 

Workplaces in North America by Achievers (fourth consecutive year for both of these 

awards) are the result of our focus on employee engagement, improving the customer 

experience and fostering a positive corporate culture.  

Finally, while 2020 promises to be one of the most challenging years in our history, these 

achievements position us well to manage through this unprecedented public health crisis 

and ultimately emerge a stronger company. […] 

Discussion 

Both Seven Generations Energy and Air Canada do an excellent job of using a letter from the board chair 

to summarize key ideas that the board wishes to relay to shareholders.  

As an operator in an industry which has experienced substantial adverse effects from the unprecedented 

circumstances brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, Air Canada used its letter to communicate how the 

company has coped with such disruptions and adapted to this new environment. 

Notably, the letter from Seven Generations indicates a commitment to managing and reporting on 

important environmental and social issues. In particular, the letter from Seven Generations refers 

shareholders to the company’s annual sustainability report and highlights a number of other 

sustainability-related initiatives and achievements from the preceding year.  

Ongoing Relevance of a Dual Class Share Structure 

On an ongoing basis, the board of a Dual Class Share (DCS) company should consider the reasons why a 

DCS structure was established and whether those reasons remain valid and should explain to shareholders 

annually in the DCS company’s proxy circular the reasons why the continued existence of the DCS 

structure is appropriate. Teck Resources provides such disclosure in its proxy circular: 
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Teck Resources Limited, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 33-34 

Dual-Class Share Structure – Governance Considerations 

[…] Teck’s dual class share structure has been in place since a 1969 corporate 

reorganization in which all outstanding shares of Teck Corporation (as it then was) were 

converted into Class A common shares to facilitate the consolidation of a group of 

related operating and exploration companies. Since 1969, Teck has issued Class B 

subordinate voting shares to enable Teck to grow by acquisition and new mine 

development.  

[…] The Governance Committee believes that the major longstanding holders of Class A 

common shares are committed long-term investors, many with a deep knowledge of 

Teck’s business and its industry. The Board considers that this longer-term perspective 

has permitted Teck to make decisions which have helped grow shareholder value 

significantly over the last few decades and will continue to benefit all shareholders. The 

Board rejects the proposition that dual class share structures are inherently unfair or 

improper. In many forms of business organizations, certain investors and stakeholders 

have few or no voting rights. Purchasers of preferred shares, limited partnership units 

and many forms of debt instruments often hold voting rights more restrictive than those 

attached to Teck’s Class B subordinate voting shares. It is widely accepted that 

appropriate governance practices can ensure that the interests of all these security 

holders are considered and respected, and the Board believes that the same is true in the 

case of a dual-class structure. 

While in the vast majority of matters that come before the Board, the interests of the 

Class A and Class B shareholders are entirely aligned, the Committee and the Board 

recognize that to fulfill Teck’s commitment to good governance, a dual-class share 

structure requires vigilance and robust governance practices. The dual-class share 

structure does create a disparity between voting interests and equity interests and this 

could create some potential for conflicts of interest, as it would in any public company 

where there is an identifiable shareholder or group of shareholders holding majority 

voting control, whether under a dual-class share structure or a single voting class 

structure. 

Accordingly, the Board and the Governance Committee closely scrutinize any situation in 

which the interests of Class A shareholders and Class B shareholders could diverge.  

[…] Teck’s dual class share structure has been key in facilitating its growth into a major 

diversified Canadian mining company. Ultimately, any decision about the 

appropriateness of the structure is a question for all shareholders, as any change in 
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voting rights would require the approval of the affected class or classes of shareholders, 

voting separately. So long as the Corporation has more than one class of voting shares, 

the Committee and the Board will diligently apply appropriate measures to ensure 

governance that respects the interests of all shareholders. 

Additional disclosure relating to dual class share company IPOs  

CCGG’s board of directors and a majority of CCGG’s members also expect the board of a DCS company 

which undertakes an initial public offering in Canada after September 2013 (i.e. the date CCGG’s DCS 

policy was published) and which does not comply with any or all of CCGG’s DCS principles to explain to 

shareholders annually in the DCS company’s proxy circular (or if the DCS company does not issue a proxy 

circular because the public owns non-voting common shares, then in another public document which is 

filed with the securities regulatory authorities) the reasons why it is not appropriate for such principles to 

apply to the DCS company. 
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DISCLOSURE OF EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION 

Compensation is one of the most powerful tools that boards have at their disposal for shaping the 

behaviour of company management. 

Disclosure of a company’s compensation plan should describe clearly how it is linked to the company’s 

strategy, objectives and risk management. Compensation disclosure also should communicate the role of 

the board in designing executive compensation including the key factors considered by the board. This 

section provides examples of excellent disclosure of the following practices: 
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Executive Compensation and Corporate Strategy 

CCGG expects issuers to explain the link between corporate strategy and executive compensation. 

ARC Resources Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 35-37 

2019 Performance Assessment 

achievement of the metrics on the performance scorecard is one of the key 

measurements of the Company’s success. The performance scorecard was developed by 

Management and approved by the Board, on recommendation by the HRC Committee 

for 2019. The performance metrics are based on the Company’s priorities, and the 

established “perform” targets are drawn from the performance deliverables of the 

business plan.  

Below are the specific details of the 2019 corporate performance scorecard that provides 

an overview of the assessment of the key performance areas, the performance targets 

and subsequent results and details on the specific accomplishments for the year. 
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[…] The Board determined that significant progress was made during the year to advance 

ARC’s long-term business strategy through efficient execution of the business plan. 

Overall, the Management team demonstrated astute business judgement in a 

challenging business environment and outperformed in all areas of the performance 

scorecard. Based on a holistic assessment of the Company’s performance and 

achievement of the targets, the Board assigned an overall outperform score of 1.6 for the 

2019 performance scorecard. 
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Discussion 

ARC Resources’ circular notes that to determine the value of executive compensation, the board assesses 

the company’s performance relative to its long-term priorities. The circular provides a comprehensive 

overview of performance accomplishments and the corresponding quantitative metrics which are used to 

measure progress on these objectives. Notably, these objectives include goals related to safety and the 

environment, among other things. Therefore, executive compensation outcomes are linked not only to the 

company’s financial performance but also to operating the company’s assets in a safe and responsible 

manner.  

Individual performance of executive officers is also a factor in compensation decision making. 

Of note is the fact that approximately 72% of the CEO’s total compensation and 64% of NEO total 

compensation is deferred and is tied to shareholder returns over a period of 3 to 10 years following grant 

date. 

Executive Compensation and Risk Management 

A company should disclose details of its executive compensation structure and comment on its 

effectiveness when viewed through a risk oversight lens. The disclosure should explain how the company’s 

policies and practices discourage risk-taking beyond the company’s acceptable risk appetite. 

TransAlta Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 95-96 

COMPENSATION GOVERNANCE  

The Board believes that our executive compensation program does not raise TransAlta’s 

risk profile based on an annual risk review conducted by the HRC. We are committed to 

good compensation governance which promotes the long-term interests of 

Shareholders. The Board has delegated governance of the Company’s human resource 

policies and practices to the HRC.  

Compensation Governance & Risk Management  

The following table highlights our governance and risk management best practices: 
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Discussion 

TransAlta’s proxy circular clearly identifies how the company’s compensation policies and practices are 

specifically designed to discourage excessive risk-taking among executives. Their compensation structure 

includes a number of distinct mechanisms which are used to mitigate risk-inducing behaviour. 

Toronto-Dominion Bank, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 35 

Stock Options 

[…] Stock options cliff vest at the end of four years and expire 10 years from the date of 

grant. 

ARC Resources Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 34 

Long-Term Restricted Share Awards 

[…] LTRS awards include a grant of Common Shares, issued from treasury to executives, 

thereby providing participants with actual equity ownership and promoting further 

alignment with shareholder interests. Common Shares are issued under the plan at a 

price equal to the weighted average trading price of ARC’s Common Shares for the five 

trading days ending immediately prior to the grant date. Shares issued under the plan 

have a 10-year term with one-third vesting on each of the eighth, ninth and tenth 

anniversaries of the date of grant. This extended vesting period is substantially longer 

than typical practices in the energy sector and is designed to encourage our executives 

to think and act with a clear focus on the long-term. 

Discussion 

To the extent that issuers use options and/or other share-based incentives that vest based on time only, 

CCGG encourages issuers to consider long term vesting restrictions. 

Stock options often start vesting one year following the date of grant and fully vest after three years. TD 

Bank, however, grants stock options that cliff vest after four years, which is a long-term vesting restriction. 

Restricted shares or restricted stock units also often start vesting one year after award date and fully vest 

after three years. ARC Resources, however, grants restricted shares that start vesting after eight years, 

which also is a long-term vesting restriction. 
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Pembina Pipeline Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 51 

Clawback policy 

We recognize the importance of clawback provisions in promoting ethical conduct and 

strong compensation governance practices and introduced a clawback policy in 2015.  

The policy applies to the CEO and all senior vice presidents and requires repayment of:  

• any incentive or equity-based compensation awarded based on incorrect data where 

we are required to restate our financial statements because of material non-compliance 

with any financial reporting requirements under any applicable securities laws; and  

• incentive or equity-based compensation if the board finds a senior officer has 

committed fraud, a breach of fiduciary duty or willful or reckless misconduct. 

The board can, at its sole discretion, use reasonable efforts to recover compensation paid 

or granted to the officer, including cancelling unvested awards and recovering profits 

realized from trading Pembina securities.  

Air Canada, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 62 

CLAWBACK POLICY  

In 2011, the Board of Directors approved the adoption of a clawback policy concerning 

awards under Air Canada’s annual and long-term incentive plans, which was amended on 

May 4, 2020. Under this policy, which applies to all executives, the Board may, to the full 

extent permitted by applicable laws and to the extent it determines that it is in the best 

interests of Air Canada to do so, require reimbursement of all or a portion of annual or 

long-term incentive compensation received by an executive. The Board may seek 

reimbursement of full or partial compensation from an executive or former executive for 

situations involving:  

• Serious misconduct including non-compliance with laws and regulations, accounting 

fraud or failure to follow internal policies and procedures; or  

• A material error or misstatement of financial results and the executive or former 

executive engaged in gross negligence, intentional misconduct or fraud that caused or 

partially caused the need for the restatement, and the amount of the bonus or incentive 

compensation that would have been awarded to or the profit realized by the executive 
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or former executive had the financial results been properly reported would have been 

lower than the amount actually awarded or received. 

Discussion 

Several issuers manage compensation risk through clawback policies, but these policies are often 

triggered only if there is a financial restatement and an executive is found at fault. CCGG has urged 

companies to adopt broader clawback policies as exemplified by the clawback policies of Pembina 

Pipeline and Air Canada set out above. 

Performance Share Units 

In the interest of improving the alignment between pay and performance, many public company boards 

across all industry sectors in Canada have introduced Performance Share Unit (PSU) plans into their 

executive compensation programs. In some cases, PSU plans are being used in place of stock option plans 

which have not achieved the originally intended outcome of linking pay with performance. CCGG is 

supportive of improving this link and believes that an appropriately structured PSU plan may be helpful in 

that regard. True performance- vesting, in CCGG’s view, should contemplate the possibility of a zero-

vesting outcome that is not dependent upon a board exercising discretion. Awards that partially vest 

based on time alone and for which a zero-vesting outcome is possible only if a board exercises discretion 

should not be classified as PSUs. 

Canadian National Railway Company, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 46-47 

Performance Share Units: 2019 Award 

[…] PSUs vest after three years […] and the payout can range from 0% to 200%. At the 

end of the performance cycle, the number of PSUs will be adjusted based on the 

achievement of the performance conditions detailed below. PSUs will be settled in CN 

common shares purchased on the open market. PSUs awarded in 2019 are subject to the 

following two performance measures: 

1. PSUs – ROIC 

Seventy percent (70%) of the PSU award value is subject to the achievement of a target 

related to the Company’s average three-year ROIC over the plan period and the payment 

will be conditional upon meeting a minimum average closing share price during the last 

three months of 2021. The ROIC for each of the applicable plan years is generally 

calculated as net income before interest expense, divided by the total of the Company’s 

average net indebtedness and the average shareholders’ equity, and may, in certain 
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instances, be adjusted for certain items as determined by the Committee. ROIC measures 

the Company’s efficiency in the use of its capital funds and is viewed as a key measure of 

long-term value generation to its shareholders. […]  

ROIC PSUs granted in 2018 to NEOs and other designated employees are subject to the 

attainment of the performance measures presented in the table below: 

 

2. Relative TSR PSUs 

Thirty percent (30%) of the PSU award value is subject to CN’s Relative TSR measured 

against two equally weighted comparator groups: i) selected Class I Railroads, and ii) 

S&P/TSX 60 companies. Relative TSR performance measures CN’s share price 

appreciation, inclusive of dividends, over the three-year plan period against the 

companies within each comparator group. 

Relative TSR PSUs awarded in 2019 to NEOs and other designated employees are subject 

to the attainment of the performance measures presented in the table below: 
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Discussion 

CN Rail’s PSU plan is noteworthy because: 

1. It provides full disclosure of goals set under the PSU plan and describes why return on invested 

capital (ROIC) is emphasized: it measures the company’s efficiency in the use of its capital funds and 

is viewed as a key measure of long-term value generation. 

2. There is a possibility that, following an assessment of the company’s future 3-year performance, no 

PSUs vest. Therefore, CN Rail’s PSUs are truly at-risk. 

3. ROIC and TSR (total shareholder return) are assessed against a single three-year goal as opposed to 

three one-year goals. CCGG encourages boards to evaluate key performance measures over multi-

year periods in order to focus and incent management on long-term value creation. 

4. PSUs are settled in common shares (purchased on the open market) instead of cash, thereby 

encouraging executive officers to build share ownership. 

Use of non-GAAP measures in Executive Compensation 

CCGG has observed that many issuers use adjusted financial performance measures to make executive 

compensation decisions, and in an attempt to quantify the extent to which these measures are being used 

by boards, CCGG undertook a study in early 2019 of the compensation structures of a representative 

group of 100 public companies listed on the S&P/TSX Composite Index. Please refer to the position paper, 

which includes recommendations for improved disclosure on the use of these measures by public 

company boards. 

https://ccgg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Use-of-non-GAAP-performance-measures-in-Executive-Compensation.pdf
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TC Energy (formerly TransCanada Corporation), 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 94-95 

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE 

The following summarizes our 2019 corporate performance against annual objectives. 

You can find definitions of these terms and more information about our financial and 

business performance in our 2019 Management’s discussion and analysis (MD&A) on 

our website (www.transcanada.com) and on SEDAR (www.sedar.com). 

The Board approved a Corporate factor of 1.3, which is above target level performance. 

The Corporate factor used in determining the 2019 annual incentive awards for all non-

union employees. 

 

http://www.transcanada.com/
http://www.sedar.com/
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TC Energy (formerly TransCanada Corporation), 2020 Proxy Circular, page 120 

Comparable Measures 

We calculate comparable measures by adjusting certain GAAP and non-GAAP measures 

for specific items we believe are significant but not reflective of our underlying 

operations in the period. Except as otherwise described herein, these comparable 

measures are calculated on a consistent basis from period to period and are adjusted for 

specific items in each period, as applicable.  

Our decision not to adjust for a specific item is subjective and made after careful 

consideration. Specific items may include:  

• gains or losses on sales of assets or assets held for sale  

• income tax refunds and adjustments to enacted tax rates  

• certain fair value adjustments relating to risk management activities  

• legal, contractual and bankruptcy settlements  

• impairment of goodwill, investments and other assets  

• acquisition and integration costs  

• restructuring costs 

We exclude the unrealized gains and losses from changes in the fair value of derivatives 

used to reduce our exposure to certain financial and commodity price risks. These 

derivatives generally provide effective economic hedges, but do not meet the criteria for 

hedge accounting. As a result, the changes in fair value are recorded in net income. As 
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these amounts do not accurately reflect the gains and losses that will be realized at 

settlement, we do not consider them reflective of our underlying operations. 

[…] 

Comparable earnings and comparable earnings per share 

Comparable earnings represent earnings or losses attributable to common shareholders 

on a consolidated basis adjusted for specific items.  

Discussion 

As illustrated above, the TC Energy circular meets several of CCGG’s recommended best practices for 

disclosure as outlined in our report on the Use of Non-GAAP Measures in Executive Compensation, 

including the following:  

• The circular provides a definition for non-GAAP measures used in the compensation scheme and 

indicates that these measures are calculated in a consistent manner from period to period; 

• The circular briefly notes adjustments (specific items) that may be made to GAAP measures, and 

clarifies that such items are still subject to scrutiny and may not be adjusted for on a subjective basis 

if they are viewed as reflective of underlying operations in the corresponding period; 

• It acknowledges that the Human Resources Committee evaluated all adjustments made to the GAAP 

measure (EPS) in order to arrive at the non-GAAP measure (comparable EPS) that is used to 

determine cash bonus; and  

• It includes a reconciliation of comparable EPS, a non-GAAP measure, to the most equivalent GAAP 

measure.  

The following example from TELUS Corporation highlights additional information that should also be 

disclosed when adjusted financial metrics are incorporated into compensation. 

TELUS Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 91 

2019 corporate performance metrics and results 

[…] Footnote (2): Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP measure and does not have a 

standardized meaning under IFRS-IASB. We have issued guidance on and report EBITDA 

because it is a key metric used to evaluate performance at a consolidated level and the 

contribution of our two segments. Adjusted EBITDA excludes items of an unusual nature 
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that do not reflect our ongoing operations. For definition and explanation, see Section 

11.1 Non-GAAP and other financial measures in Management’s discussion and analysis 

in the TELUS 2019 annual report. For the purposes of the corporate scorecard payout, 

Adjusted EBITDA is also normalized by excluding real estate gains and various other non-

controllable items. 

Footnote (3): For the purposes of the scorecard payout, Adjusted EBITDA was normalized 

to remove the impact of certain one-time factors. As a result, Adjusted EBITDA was 

adjusted from $5,693 million to $5,718 million. 

[…] TELUS has had a practice in place since 2009 whereby the chairs of the Audit 

Committee and Compensation Committee review the results on the corporate scorecard 

in advance of their respective quarterly meetings and facilitate a line-by-line 

reconciliation of the corporate scorecard metrics and results with the quarterly financial 

results. Any proposed adjustments to the corporate scorecard results for payout 

purposes are subject to this review. In approving the adjustments to the corporate 

scorecard results, the Compensation Committee followed an approach that reflected a 

reasonable assessment of the performance for 2019 and was balanced and fair to the 

employees, as the corporate scorecard results drive the annual performance bonus of all 

employees participating in the program. 

Discussion 

Proxy circular disclosure should contain an overview of the board’s role in scrutinizing non-GAAP 

performance measures and any proposed adjustments. Such a discussion should also include an 

explanation of the parameters that are used by the board to determine the appropriateness of individual 

adjustments, as well as the rationale for any material adjustments made in the previous year. If necessary, 

companies should describe any involvement of independent third parties in the review process as well. An 

independent third-party consultant may be helpful for companies to ensure year-over-year consistency in 

the calculation of key metrics, for example. 

In addition to acknowledging that the Compensation Committee reviews all proposed adjustments, the 

TELUS circular provides a brief description of the committee’s process to determine which adjustments are 

appropriate for compensation purposes.  

Effectiveness of the Compensation Program over Time 

In order to truly understand the effectiveness of an issuer’s compensation program, it is useful to know 

not only the grant date value of compensation awards, which reflects how the board intended to 
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compensate management, but also how effective the compensation program has actually been in aligning 

management’s interests with shareholders. 

Capital Power Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 60 

Look back analysis 

The table below gives an eight-year compensation look back for Mr. Vaasjo compared to 

absolute shareholder value. It compares the grant date value of compensation awarded 

to Mr. Vaasjo for his performance as President & CEO against the actual value he has 

received from his compensation during his tenure.  

On a weighted average basis over the cumulative period of 2012 to 2019, Mr. Vaasjo has 

realized 59% more than the expected value of the compensation that the committee 

awarded him (awarded compensation) while the shareholder’s investment has increased 

by 100% demonstrating a positive relationship on behalf of the shareholder. 

 

Discussion 

Capital Power Corporation discloses both the target value of the CEO’s compensation and the actual value 

of the CEO’s compensation using yearend stock prices in their circular. The table provides a sufficient 
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period of time over which compensation can be assessed and also compares the value of the CEO’s 

compensation to the value of a $100 investment in Capital Power Corporation common shares. 
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Management Biographies  

In order to judge the appropriateness of an executive’s compensation plan, it is essential to understand 

the roles and responsibilities of the executive. 

TC Energy (formerly TransCanada Corporation), 2020 Proxy Circular, page 99 
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Discussion 

TC Energy explains each NEO’s role and responsibilities and provides shareholders with a brief overview of 

each NEO’s direct compensation and ownership of TC Energy common shares. 

Executive Share Ownership Requirements 

Companies should consider adopting share ownership requirements for their NEOs to enhance alignment 

of interests with the company’s shareholders. Additionally, disclosure should answer the following 

questions: 

• What are the minimum share ownership requirements that each NEO must meet? 

• Are NEOs required to maintain minimum share ownership levels for any period of time after leaving 

the company? 

• What are each NEO’s current shareholdings relative to the required holdings level? 

• Beyond direct shareholdings, do vested or unvested equity-linked forms of compensation (for 

example, in-the-money option grants, unvested RSU or PSU grants, etc.) count towards an NEO’s 

minimum ownership requirements? 

TELUS Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 97-98 

Share ownership requirement 

Our executive share ownership requirement has been in place for over a decade, further 

demonstrating our compensation philosophy to align the interests of our executives with 

those of our Shareholders. Our executives must beneficially own, either directly or 

indirectly, a certain number of Shares based on targets varying by position. This is a 

more stringent requirement than prevalent market practice since TELUS does not include 

options, EPSUs or RSUs when determining if the target has been met. In our view, an 

executive purchasing Shares with his or her own funds more clearly demonstrates his or 

her commitment to the Company and its future success. 
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An executive must meet the requirement within five years of hire or promotion. We also 

require an executive who has not met the share ownership requirement to take 50 per 

cent of net equity awards (after taxes) in shares for any equity vesting unless that 

executive is pursuing other means of meeting the share ownership requirement. The 

executive must also hold such shares until the requirement is met.  

Furthermore, upon retirement, an executive must continue to hold a number of shares 

equal to the share ownership requirement for one year following retirement. […] 

Executive shareholdings and total equity summary 

The following table lists the number and value of shares and total equity (shares, EPSUs 

and RSUs) held by each NEO as at December 31, 2019. It also shows total shareholdings 

as a multiple of the individual’s annual base salary at year-end relative to the share 

ownership guidelines described previously. 

 

Discussion 

TELUS does not include any form of share-based compensation awards (e.g. options, RSUs or PSUs) when 

determining whether an executive has met his/her shareholding requirements. CCGG agrees with TELUS’ 

position that executives purchasing common shares with their own funds more clearly demonstrate a 

commitment to the company and its future success. TELUS requires all executives (not just the CEO) to 

continue to meet their respective ownership requirements for at least one year following retirement. 

In some cases, issuers have included vested and unvested share-based awards in calculating executive 

share ownership. Awards such as certain Deferred Share Units and certain Restricted Share Units, that 

have vested but have not yet paid out, and on which income taxes have been deferred till the awards are 

settled, may be included in an officer’s share ownership if they are adjusted for any income taxes that are 
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owed on settlement. Awards that have not yet vested should not count towards an officer’s share 

ownership. 

We ask issuers to differentiate between an officer’s common share ownership and any share-based 

awards included in the computation of share ownership. Because TD Bank (see example below) discloses 

common shares held by each NEO separately from the NEO’s share-based awards, investors can see that 

the CEO meets his share ownership requirements by virtue of the common shares he holds. 

Toronto-Dominion Bank, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 41 

Share ownership 

Mr. Masrani exceeds his share ownership requirement of $14,500,000. 

 

 

Termination and Change of Control Benefits 

In seeking to understand the employment arrangements between an issuer and its NEOs, CCGG looks for 

compensation disclosure to answer the following questions:  

• Does the company have employment agreements with its NEOs? What are the material terms of the 

agreements? 

• What payment, if any, is awarded… 

‒ …if a NEO resigns? 

‒ …if a NEO is terminated without cause? 

‒ …if a NEO is terminated without cause after a change of control occurs? 

‒ …if a change of control occurs but a NEO is not terminated? 
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• How a change of control is defined and whether vesting provisions upon a change-of-control are 

based on a “double-trigger”? 

• What payments would be made to NEOs under each termination scenario if their employment had 

been terminated at year-end? 

AltaGas Ltd., 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 76-78 

Termination and Change of Control Agreements 

In any termination event, NEOs are entitled to receive: 

• Any unpaid installments of base salary up to and including the date of termination 

(“Termination Date”); 

• Vacation pay for accrued but unused vacation to the Termination Date; and 

• Any bonus under the STI for the prior year which was earned and not yet paid. 

In certain circumstances, including termination without cause or termination following a 

change of control, NEOs are also entitled to receive an additional cash payment upon 

the execution of a release in favour of AltaGas. The “Termination Payment” consists of an 

amount equal to a multiple of: (i) the annual base salary in effect during the last month 

of employment; plus (ii) the product of (i) multiplied by the annual target bonus 

percentage; plus (iii) the value of the benefit entitlement for a one-year period. 

The definition of change of control (“CoC”) in the Executive Agreements and under the 

LTI Plans is substantially similar and includes (i) a sale or other disposition of all or 

substantially all of AltaGas’ assets, (ii) a consummated arrangement, amalgamation, 

merger, consolidation, take-over bid, compulsory acquisition or similar transaction if 

shareholders prior to the transaction no longer hold more than 50% of the voting 

securities of the surviving or resulting entity or the parent of such entity, or no longer 

have “control” of AltaGas, or (iii) in case of Mr. Crawford and Mr. Harbilas’ agreements, a 

person or group of persons acting jointly or in concert acquires more than 50% of the 

voting securities and in the case of Mr. Grant’s and Mr. Toone’s agreements, a person or 

group of persons acting jointly or in concert acquires more than 40% of the voting 

securities and there is a change in more than one half of the Board in the 12 months 

following the acquisition.  

[…] The Executive Agreements provide for a 24-month notice period in the event of a 

without cause termination which permits continued vesting of the RUs, PUs and Options 

for such 24-month period. The LTI Plans were amended in 2019 to include double-
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trigger requirements for vesting on a change of control and, in certain circumstances, an 

assessment of performance at the date of the change of control.  

Please refer to the following table for a description of the payments that may be made in 

connection with the various termination events and how the outstanding awards under 

the LTI Plans are treated in such scenarios.  

 

 

The following table shows the value payable to each of the NEOs and the value of the 

LTIs assuming termination as at December 31, 2019 pursuant to the applicable Executive 

Agreements and LTI Plans. […] 
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Discussion 

AltaGas’s circular includes all of the information discussed above. 

Retirement Benefits and Perquisites 

In reviewing executive perquisites and retirement benefits, CCGG looks for compensation disclosure to 

answer the following questions: 

• Has the company granted a NEO bonus years of pension service beyond those years actually 

worked? Does the company have a policy on whether it will do so in the future? 

• Does the company have caps, either hard-dollar or otherwise, on pension benefits? 

• Does the company have any policies governing the use of perquisites for executives, particularly for 

controversial perquisites such as personal use of corporate aircraft or tax-gross ups? 

Vermilion Energy Inc., 2020 Proxy Circular, page 66 

Savings Plan 

Funds contributed to our Savings Plan are used to acquire Vermilion shares issued from 

treasury, on the open market or a combination of both at the discretion of the Board. 

Executives participate in the same plan as employees and are eligible to receive the same 

contribution level of 1.5 times the executive/employee contribution to a maximum 

Vermilion contribution of 10.5% of base salary earned. Where the restricted shares are 

withdrawn, a penalty is applied and the executive/employee loses Vermilion’s matching 

contribution for a period of 12 weeks following the withdrawal. In 2019, a total of 

317,844 shares were issued from treasury at prices per share between $18.89 and $35.84.  

Benefits and Perquisites 

Our Canadian benefit plans provide all employees with extended health and dental 

coverage, life insurance, employee assistance program and disability insurance. Benefits 
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provided to employees globally may vary depending on the jurisdictions in which the 

employees are located.  

We limit the use of perquisites – special benefits – for our executives as we do not think 

they should be a significant element of compensation. We do, however, understand that 

some perquisites are appropriate to keep us competitive. The GHR Committee routinely 

reviews perquisites to ensure they are appropriate and market competitive. We provide 

executives with an executive health plan. Costs for NEOs have been included in the 

Summary Compensation Table on page 85.  

Pembina Pipeline Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 82 

Supplementary retirement plan 

Employees can also earn supplementary benefits under our supplementary retirement 

plan. This plan is designed to provide benefits to employees beyond the limitations 

imposed by the Income Tax Act (Canada). The supplementary plan pays benefits for 120 

months. 

The total benefit under both the defined benefit and supplementary retirement plans 

cannot be more than 1.4 percent of the employee’s highest three-year average base 

salary in the final 120 months of employment, multiplied by his or her defined benefit 

pensionable service. […] 

Annual pension benefits payable  

The table below shows the total estimated annual benefits payable to each named 

executive under the defined benefit and supplementary retirement plans, and the 

present value of our accrued obligation. 

 

Discussion 

Vermilion clearly discloses in its proxy circular the types and value (in its summary compensation table) of 

benefits and perquisites offered to executive officers. Of note, Vermilion does not offer its NEOs 
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supplemental retirement benefits; instead NEOs participate under the company’s employee share savings 

plan which promotes share ownership. 

Certain issuers such as Pembina Pipeline offer their NEOs retirement plans that supplement those 

available to other employees. In some instances, supplemental retirement benefits may be difficult to 

avoid for competitive reasons. We encourage issuers to limit such supplemental benefits, however, and to 

not grant extra years of service or special benefits such as higher than normal accrual rates under pension 

plans. 

Say on Pay 

First Capital Real Estate Investment Trust, 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 21-22 

Say-on-Pay Non-Binding Advisory Vote 

[…] This non-binding, advisory vote, commonly known as “Say-on-Pay”, gives 

shareholders an opportunity to either endorse or not endorse the Company’s approach 

to its executive compensation programs and policies. […] 

[…] While unitholders will provide their collective advisory vote, the trustees remain fully 

responsible for their compensation decision and are not relieved of these responsibilities 

by a positive advisory vote by unitholders.  

Approval of the Say-on-Pay Resolution will require an affirmative vote of a majority of 

the votes cast at the Meeting. As this is an advisory vote, the results will not be binding 

upon the Board. However, the Board will take the results of the vote into account, as 

appropriate, when considering future compensation policies, procedures and decisions 

and in determining whether there is a need to significantly increase their engagement 

with unitholders of First Capital REIT on compensation and related matters. The REIT will 

disclose the voting results of the Say-on-Pay Resolution as a part of its report on voting 

results for the Meeting. In addition, in the event that the Say-on-Pay Resolution does not 

receive sufficient support of at least 70% of the votes cast, the Board will consult with the 

unitholders, particularly those who are known to have voted against it, in order to better 

understand their concerns. The Compensation Committee will review the REIT’s approach 

to compensation in the context of those concerns. Unitholders who have voted against 

the Say-on-Pay Resolution will be encouraged to contact the Compensation Committee 

to discuss their specific concerns.  

Following the review by the Compensation Committee, the REIT will disclose to its 

unitholders as soon as is practicable, a summary of the significant comments relating to 
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compensation received from unitholders in the process, a description of the process 

undertaken and a description of any resulting changes to executive compensation or 

why no changes will be made. The REIT will endeavor to provide this disclosure within six 

months of voting on the Say-on-Pay Resolution, and no later than in the management 

information circular for the next annual meeting of unitholders.  

The Board recognizes that Say-on-Pay is an evolving area in Canada and globally and will 

review this policy annually to ensure that it is effective in achieving its objectives. 

Discussion 

Offering shareholders a ‘Say on Pay’ vote is a useful tool that is used by boards to assess shareholders’ 

acceptance of the corporation’s approach to executive compensation. More than 70% of the issuers in the 

S&P/TSX composite index now offer their shareholders a ‘Say on Pay’ vote. 

First Capital REIT offers its shareholders a ‘Say on Pay’ vote and discloses in the circular that, in the event 

that less than 70% of the votes cast are in support of the advisory resolution, the board will oversee a 

shareholder consultation process, particularly with those who voted against the resolution, to understand 

shareholder concerns. Following these consultations, the board will disclose to all shareholders a summary 

of the feedback received and any action taken.   

Compensation Peer Groups 

Boards commonly benchmark compensation against peers to ensure the company pays in a manner that 

is competitive. We caution that the practice of benchmarking against peers should not be overly relied 

upon at the expense of a robust, independent analysis. Absent extenuating circumstances, the quantum of 

compensation awarded should be determined within the context of the organization as a whole and 

should be justified primarily by performance. 

When external consultants are retained by the board, the board, as a governance best practice, should 

ensure that the consultant is independent of management. In any event, while the input received from 

independent compensation consultants may provide valuable assistance to the board, following a 

consultant’s recommendation does not reduce a board’s responsibility to ensure that compensation 

decisions are appropriate. 

Boards should disclose answers to the following questions: 

• Does the compensation committee make use of an independent compensation consultant? 
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• If management retains the same compensation consultant as the committee, must the committee 

first give its approval? If so, what portion of the consultant’s total fees was attributable to work done 

for management? 

• To the extent peer group benchmarking is used, does it serve solely to inform the board or does the 

board target a specific range or percentile level for compensation relative to its chosen peer group? 

• What companies comprise the peer benchmarking group and what is the rationale for including the 

peers that were chosen? 

Precision Drilling Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 65 

Independent Advice 

In July 2019, the HRCC engaged Meridian, an independent consulting firm, to serve as an 

external consultant for advice, research and analysis about executive compensation. 

Meridian provides insights on general compensation issues, competitiveness of pay 

levels, risks relating to compensation design, insights into market trends, and advice 

about technical matters. The HRCC takes this information into account but ultimately 

makes its own recommendations and decisions. […]  

The table below shows the total fees paid to our external consultant in the last two years:  

 

Precision Drilling Corporation, 2020 Proxy Circular, page 66-67 

Benchmarking 

We benchmark executive compensation with the aim to attract and retain global talent 

and remain competitive in markets where we operate. The HRCC works with Mercer and 

our human resources group to review market data and establish a peer group of public 

companies that we compete with for executive talent. We also look at these companies 

to assess compensation trends and market practices.  
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Total compensation for each executive is based on several factors, including individual 

performance, leadership, global responsibilities, collaboration, experience, education, 

succession planning considerations, competitive pressures and internal equity.  

We set our targets for base salaries at or slightly below the median (50th percentile) of 

our Compensation Peer Group. Targets for total direct compensation (base salary plus 

short-term and long-term incentives) are set at the median for solid performance, and at 

the 75th percentile or higher for exceptional corporate and individual performance. 

Compensation Peer Group 

Our Compensation Peer Group includes similar companies, including contract drilling, 

well servicing and offshore drilling companies, that have been carefully selected based 

on their comparability to Precision – comparable business lines and similar in size, 

complexity, operating regions and style of operation. Our Compensation Peer Group also 

includes companies from the broader oilfield services sector that we compete with for 

global talent, market share and customers.  

Our growth over the last several years, as well as our future growth plans, are primarily 

focused in the U.S. and our international regions. In fiscal 2019, 70% of our revenue was 

from our U.S. and International operations, and 30% was from our operations in Canada. 

In 2020, the majority of our capital expenditures will be focused on the U.S. and 

International operations. Due to this shift in focus, we have centralized all of our 

leadership team in Houston, Texas and compensate them in U.S. dollars. With assistance 

from Meridian, we review the companies included in our Compensation Peer Group 

annually and include Canadian and U.S. based companies. Establishing a peer group that 

consists of a mix of Canadian and U.S. based companies reinforces our strategy of 

attracting and retaining the best talent in the drilling services market to drive value to 

shareholders over the long term.  

The HRCC works with Meridian on the peer group analysis, examining eight metrics that 

provide a reasonable assessment of comparability to establish a peer group of 

companies that is relevant and appropriate: 

 

For benchmarking purposes, a review is performed of the proxy materials of peer 

companies, third party compensation survey data, and other relevant information from 
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other companies in the energy services sector that have revenue of a similar size if 

compensation data for equivalent executive positions is not publicly available.  

The HRCC reviews our Compensation Peer Group every year (more frequently if there are 

mergers, acquisitions or other industry developments) to ensure the group is appropriate 

for compensation planning purposes. 

2019 Compensation Peer Group 

We benchmarked compensation levels for 2019 against the following 15 companies. 

 

MEG Energy Corp., 2020 Proxy Circular, pages 33-34 

Compensation Peer Group 

In 2019, the Compensation Committee, in conjunction with the Board, undertook a 

review of the Compensation Peer Group. Companies are selected for inclusion in the 

Compensation Peer Group primarily on the basis of who the Corporation competes with 

for talent, being those companies from which the Corporation hires its executives from 

as well as those which are most likely to seek out and hire the Corporation's executives. 

Keeping compensation competitive with these organizations improves the Corporation’s 

ability to attract and retain its executive workforce. The following selection criteria are 

used by the Board and have proven effective in identifying organizations that the 

Corporation competes with for executive talent:   
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[…] The Corporation aims to position itself near the median (P50) of the Compensation 

Peer Group in terms of corporate size characteristics. The chart below shows the 

Corporation’s positioning on each of enterprise value, revenue, and production: 

 
 

Discussion 

Precision Drilling explains its approach to setting executive compensation which, among other things, 

includes the use of a compensation peer group. The method used to select compensation peers is also 

explained. Under its Performance Share Unit plan, Precision uses a different peer group to assess the 

company’s relative performance and describes why it does so. 

Similarly, MEG Energy gives a clear explanation of the criteria that factor into peer selection. MEG’s circular 

also provides an analysis regarding the company’s positioning relative to these peers in terms of 

enterprise value, revenue, and production. 

 

 


